Cost Savings Associated With Implementation of Peer-Reviewed Appropriate Use Criteria for Percutaneous Coronary Interventions.
Appropriate use criteria (AUC) for coronary revascularization have been developed to provide a practical standard to assess the quality of patient selection for percutaneous coronary interventions (PCI). However, the economic impact of AUC implementation has yet to be quantified. A peer-reviewed AUC process was implemented at UnityPoint Trinity in February 2012. Volumes of PCI cases were measured in 12-month intervals for 2 years after AUC implementation and compared with volumes from the corresponding 12-month intervals in the 2 years preceding implementation of AUC. Hospital reimbursement was averaged based on each year's payer mix and reimbursement contracts. In the 2 years preceding AUC implementation, PCI volumes were similar (1,414 in 2010 and 1,411 in 2011). After AUC implementation, volumes of PCI decreased by 17% in both 2012 and 2013. From 2012 to 2013, the relative ratio of elective to acute interventions decreased from 1.36 to 1.02. In the same time frame, the proportion of appropriate PCI significantly increased from 76% to 84% (p <0.001). Total hospital reimbursement for PCI decreased by 36% after AUC implementation. In conclusion, implementation of a peer-reviewed AUC process at the UnityPoint Trinity led to significant cost savings through a large decrease in volume of PCI with concurrent improvement in PCI appropriateness.